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Dinosaur vs. Santa
Everyone's favorite little red Dinosaur faces Christmas with his
usual gusto in this hilarious holiday offering.

Price

Hardback
$16.00

Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great
Ever since Unicorn moved into the neighborhood, Goat has been
feeling out of sorts. Unicorn is such a showoff, how can Goat
compete? When Goat and Unicorn share a piece of pizza, Goat
learns that being a unicorn might not be all it's cracked up to be.

Hardback
$16.00

Dinosaur vs. the Potty
Dinosaur doesn't need to use the potty. Even when he's making
lemonade, running through the sprinkler, having a three-juicebox lunch, and splashing in rain puddles.

Dinosaur vs. Bedtime
Nothing can stop a little dinosaur: not a talking grown-up, a bowl
of spaghetti, or a bath. But what about bedtime?

Boardbook
$7.00

Boardbook
$7.00

Dinosaur vs. the Library
Dinosaur is going to one of his favorite places: the library! On
the way, he encounters a series of animals--a cow, some baby
chicks, a lonesome turtle, a sad owl--and shares his roars with
each.

Cheetah Can’t Lose
An overly confident cheetah challenges a pack of clever kittens
to a race.

Hardback
$16.00

Hardback
$18.00

Qty

Total

I’m a Shark
A boastful shark is not afraid of anything, which impresses his
underwater friends until they ask about spiders.

Hardback
$17.00

Oh Daddy!
The acclaimed author of "Dinosaur vs. Bedtime" delivers a
sweetly funny story about daddies and their kids and how much
they depend on each other.

Race You to Bed
Shea presents a zippy read-aloud picture book for the very
young--an innovative approach to bedtime reading.

Hardback
$17.00

Hardback
$17.00

Me Want Pet
Cave Boy had lots of things. Rocks. Sticks. A club. But no pet.
When Cave Boy decides he wants a pet, his parents raise all the
usual objections.

Hardback
$16.00

Wedgieman: A Hero Is Born
Veggieboy practices flying, lifting, and helping people to hone
his superhero skills, and finally Veggieman's training as a
superhero is complete, but he is surprised when children want to
change his name.

Paper
$4.00

Wedgieman to the Rescue
Superhero Veggieman, better known as Wedgieman, faces off
against Bad Dude, an inventor whose Make-Things-Disappear
Machine causes trouble on the playground.

Manners Mash-Up:
A Goofy Guide to Good Behavior
From the dinner table to the doctor's office, from the playground
to the pool, this irreverent book will help kids navigate any social
scenario with utmost grace.

Paper
$4.00

Hardback
$17.00
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